Gig Guide Application A Unique Product Launched by iPhone Developer
November 19, 2010 IL, US iPhone Developer has launched a new software Gig Guide Application targeting
smart phone users worldwide.
Online PR News â€“ 02-December-2010 â€“ Gig Guide Application, developed on ASP.Net and SQL Server,
is believed to be extensively useful and time saver for those gig freaks and smartphone owners who want to
keep themselves abreast of the latest technology and information. This application is equipped with several
features and functionalities which have leveraged the optimum benefit of the technologies and at the same
time it is simple to use.
Â
Coupled with myriads of functionalities, Gig Guide Application can be useful for two types of gig lovers
unregistered (unpaid) and registered (paid) both. Divided into three sections My Gig Guide, Gig Guide Live
and Nightlife this application will enable the users to facilitate the features of this application based on their
selected features. Music lovers can also obtain details and relevant information pertaining to the select
nightlife of their proximity. Gig lovers can register with the application, get the requisite information about their
favorite gigs, shows, times, locations, and other relevant details. The information can be obtained in terms of
location, gig type, city, time, name, date, venue, ticket type, and other important details. This application is
available on the handheld iPhone device along with on the website as well. New Gig details can also be
incorporated in this Application.
Â
To develop this application technology iPhone SDK 4, Xcode IDE, and other supporting tools and platforms
have been leveraged.
Â
We are very much hopeful that this application is going to be a great tool for iPhone and smart phone owners.
We have incorporated all the required tools and functionalities to make it one of the best applications for
iPhone users and we are eagerly looking forward to its response and Feedbacks said Jeff Harvey from
iPhone Developer. In this way by developing a new software application for iPhone users, iPhone Developer
has take a step ahead in the global market of mobile application development.
Â
To learn more about this application and iPhone Developer other products and services, visit
www.i-phonedeveloper.com
Â
About iPhone Developer
iPhone Developer offers comprehensive mobile app development services for iPhone, iPad, Blackberry,
Android and web applications. We create enterprise & consumer applications for smart phones, Internet of
things and wearable! Our app developers, designers and programmers believe every mobile app project is an
opportunity to help clients explore ways to form considerate identities and become leading technocrats.
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